PRESS RELEASE

Get digitally started through the
COVID-19 caused crisis with the
software portfolio of prisma
informatik
With its various cloud offers, prisma informatik proves to be a strong partner in times of
digitalization and modern work.
prisma informatik GmbH offers a wide range of business software for various business areas, which offer
high added value, especially when used in combination, and thus also support work at home and in times
of crisis.

Nuremberg, July 8th, 2020 - The current situation in times of the coronavirus crisis has shown the business
world that working in the cloud in the sense of a modern workplace is more in demand than ever and will
continue to gain in relevance in the future. Many companies are still facing major challenges in these areas
- even though digitalization has been paving the way to the cloud for years.

Safely through the crisis with the prisma informatik portfolio
prisma informatik GmbH, with its wide range of cloud-based software solutions, is a competent partner for
getting started with the cloud and proves that software projects can be successfully mastered despite the
coronavirus pandemic.

Dynamics 365 Business Central provides optimal support working at home, for example. The central,
comprehensive ERP solution for business management can be used anywhere thanks to its modern
deployment options via web and app client - whether on the desktop, laptop, tablet or smartphone. This
means that critical business processes, for example in the areas of financial accounting, merchandise
management or sales, can be handled securely and smoothly from any location, even in times of crisis.

In order to maintain the best possible overview of all business data at all times and to be able to make wellfounded decisions, Qlik Sense's powerful Business Intelligence functions can also be used to benefit.
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Through integration with Dynamics 365 Business Central, real-time data from the ERP system can be
accessed for analysis.

Using the DocuWare document management system enables to archive and manage documents and
records (e.g. incoming invoices) in compliance with legal requirements from any location and at any time.
In addition, by setting up digital workflows, business processes and workflows can be automated and
simplified with DocuWare. Using the certified interface "Dynamics to DocuWare" from prisma informatik,
document archiving is possible directly from Business Central.

Combined software deployment for more efficiency
With the combined use of the various cloud offers from prisma informatik, teams from each department
will work together more closely and efficiently in the future, even if the individual employees are located
in different places.

Professional way into the cloud
prisma informatik also supports its customers on their way into the cloud. In a "Cloud Readiness Workshop"
companies are professionally prepared for the changeover with Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central
within two days. The individual requirements are analyzed and a robust decision template with licensing
and cost planning for the implementation is planned.
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About prisma informatik GmbH:
prisma informatik GmbH was founded in October 2006. The business activities include services and solutions
based on the Microsoft technology Microsoft Dynamics 365 for medium-sized companies, especially in the areas
of technical wholesale, finance, projects and services as well as industry. In addition, prisma informatik
implements customer requirements in the area of Business Intelligence with the innovative self-service BI
solutions from Qlik. prisma informatik takes on project implementation, conception and realization of complex
systems. Project work, long-term further development and support are provided from a single source. The users
of prisma informatik solutions are national and international operating companies.
prisma csp GmbH, founded in January 2018, strengthens the group's portfolio with cloud solutions and system
integration.
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